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MEDIATION-ARBITRATION AWARD 

Rosholt School District, herein referred to as the 
"Employer," having petitioned the Wisconsin Employment Relations 
Commission to initiate Mediation-Arbitration, pursuant to Section 
111.70 (4)(cm), Wis. Stats.l/ between it and the Rosholt 
Education Association, herein referred to as the "Association," 
and the Commission having appointed the Undersigned has 
Mediator-Arbitrator on December 19, 1985; and the Undersigned 
having conducted Mediation, followed by hearing February 18, 
1986, during the course of which the Employer and the Association 
agreed that the Employer could amend its final offer to adopt the 
Association's position to the extent of certain extra-curricular 
positions, 
Rosholt, 

said mediation and hearing having been conducted in 
Wisconsin, and the parties having both filed post- 

hearing briefs the last of which was received on April 15, 1985. 

ISSUES 

There are two issues in dispute 

1. Wage increase. The Employer's proposed salary schedule is 
attached hereto and marked Appendix A. It provides for the same 
number of steps and lanes as that of the Association. It also 
provides BA Base 15,050, lane increment $271, step increment $572. 

The Employer costs its wage increase at 7.1% ($1,369 average 
per teacher) and total package at 8.12% ($2,081, average per 
teacher.) It costed the Association's proposal (without objec- 
tion by the Association) at 10.0% ($1,924 average per teacher) 
wages, and 10.74% ($2,754 average per teacher) total cost. 

The Association's proposed salary schedule and longevity 
schedule are attached hereto and marked Appendix B. 
BA Base $14,435, 

It provides 
lane increment $277, step increment $590. 

2. The current longevity schedule is attached hereto and marked 
Appendix C. 

In essence, the Association proposes the creation of the 
following positions high school student council, head cross 
country, head track, assistant wrestling, a general adjustment of 
about 5% and individual adjustments in some positions and expan- 
sion of the current longevity system. The Employer proposes a 5% 
general adjustment to the existing extra-curricular schedule. 
During mediation the parties agreed to permit the Employer to 
agree to the creation of certain additional positions. 

POSITION OF THE PARTIES 

The Employer takes the position that the interests and 
welfare of the public require the adoption of its position. It 

L/ 111.70 (4)(cm), has since been amended; however, those amend- 
ments are not effective for this dispute. 
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dents are on fixed incomes, farmers, or engaged in agri-business, 
all of which have suffered no increase and, in many cases 
substantial decrease in their incomes. Rosholt is located prin- 
cipally in Portage, somewhat in Marathon and very slightly in 
Waupaca Counties. It notes that unemployment in 1985 was better 
than the state of Wisconsin in Portage County by .2%, whereas it 
was worse than the Wisconsin average in Marathon by 1.3% and by 
. 5% in Waupaca County. It further notes that economic projec- 
tions suggest that this problem will not correct itself very 
shortly. Based upon per capita income from the 1980 census, it 
notes that the per capita income of Rosholt is the fourth lowest 
of all the school districts in its comparison groups (athletic 
conference plus contiguous school districts and Marathon County 
Handicapped Education Board.) It also notes that 11% of Rosholt 
families are below the poverty level making it the fifth poorest 
district among the 19 districts. Taken in this context, it 
believes that the national farm crisis has a much more severe 
impact in Rosholt than it does elsewhere. In its view, this is 
worsened by a statewide cut in state aid to schools and Gramm- 
Rudman reduction in federal aid. It also argues that its offer 
exceeds those increases granted to similar public employees in 
the area in Marathon County, Portage County and Waupaca County 
Governments. These increases tend to range from 3% to 5% with 
most in the 4% range. It also argues that its offer exceeds 
increases granted to private sector employees nationally. It 
notes that its offer exceeds twice the change in the, cost of 
living and that, historically, its wage increases have regularly 
exceeded inflation as measured by consumer price indicies. 
Finally, it takes the position that its increase is more com- 
parable to units of similar employees of comparable districts. 
It uses as its base comparison group the combined group of the 
Central Wisconsin Athletic Conference (17 school districts) and 3 
other contiguous districts.21 From this it selects as its pri- 
mary comparables those seven athletic conference schools which 
have settled their negotiations for 1985-86 which are (Almond, 
Bonduel, Iola-Scandinavia, Manawa, Marion, Tri-County, and Wild 
Rose). It selects these schools not only on the basis that they 
have recently settled, but because they are approximately the 
same size as Rosholt. It takes the position that Menominee, 
Shawano, Stevens Point and Mosinee are not comparable because all 
those other than Menominee are much larger urban districts. It 
notes that Shawano has 136 full-time equivalent employees with 
3,234 students, whereas Rosholt has 36 teachers with 637 stu- 
dents. The Employer argues against the total exclusion of 
Almond and Iola-Scandinavia. It agrees Iola-Scandinavia and 
Almond do not have salary schedules and, therefore, can not be 
reasonably used for benchmark comparisons; however, it argues 
they can be compared in other ways using wage increase and total 
compensation increase data. It argues against the use of the 
Menominee Indian school district on the basis that that district 
receives ' . ..a large amount of Federal funds which constitute a 
substantial portion of its budget." The Employer also denies 
that the use of CESA 5 for state wide comparisons is relevant 
because of the economic differences in this area. It views its 
offer is more comparable based on average dollar increase, 
average percentage increase among its comparables and even those 
comparables plus Menominee Indian and Shawano. It takes the 
position that these methods of comparison should be used to take 
into account Iola-Scandinavia and Almond, rather than benchmark 
analysis because those two school districts are comparable. It 
takes the position that even though the offer of the Employer 
reduces ranking among the settled districts with salary schedu- 
les, this is not an inappropriate adjustment in light of the pat- 
tern of historical increases in rank and represents normal 
collective bargaining fluxuation. It argues the Association has 
not demonstrated a need to create a longevity plan in the extra- 
curricular pay area since there is little comparability for such 

2/ Th Athletic Conference Districts are Al 
Fondue? 

mond-Bancroft, 
, Bowler, Iola-Scandinavia, Manawa, Marion, 

Menominee Indian, Port Edwards, Rosholt, Shawano-Gresam, 
Shiocton, Tigerton, Tomorrow River (also know as Amherst), 
Tri-County, Weyauwega, Wild Rose, Wittenberg-Birnam Wood, and the 
additional contiguous schools of Marathon County HCET and Mosinee 
and Stevens Point. 

, 
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longevity systems. It argues that its 5% extra pay increase is 
adequate and it has voluntarily agreed in the mediation phase to 
the creation of new co-curricular positions. 

The Association takes the position that the principal issue 
in this case is adjustment to the salary schedules. It takes the 
position that its annual increase is more comparable by virtue of 
schedule comparisons in four comparability groups. The first is 
the athletic conference schools which have settled, except Almond 
and Iola-Scandinavia. It excludes these latter two school 
districts because they do not have salary schedules. Thus, the 
schools it is relying on are Bonduel, Manawa, Marion, 
Menominee Indian, Shawano, Tri-County, and Wild Rose. It offers 
comparison in this group to demonstrate that its proposal is more 
consistant with the level of schedule adjustments. It offers 
three other comparisons groups to support the validity of the 
settlement trend established in the conference. These are simi- 
lar size schools in the state and settled school districts in 
CESA 5 and state wide. It states that it offers these com- 
parisons not for the argument that catch up is justified, but 
merely to demonstrate the validity of its general increase. It 
compares its dollar increase and percentage increase at each of 
the traditional bench marks (BA base, BA plus 7, BA max, MA base, 
MA plus 10, MA max, and schedule max) to conclude its offer is 
closer to the average in each of its comparison groups. It 
argues that its position is fully consistant with the public 
welfare. It denies that the district lacks the ability to pay or 
has difficulty in paying. Instead, it views the school 
district's argument merely that the increase would be burdensome. 
It argues this district's tax efforts and, its cost per pupil are 
low. In this context, the Association argues that the level of 
settlements is the best measure. It argues that 76.4% of the 
district's employment is nonfat-m and that Rosholt is no worse off 
than other comparable districts. It also notes that there has 
been a large turn over in staff and, as a result, its proposal 
will have little lost impact. It urges its increase is necessary 
in the light of the national need to increase teachers' salaries. 
It denies the cost of living or private sector settlements should 
be given weight herein. It feels the extra curricular issue has 
little impact in this case. 

DISCUSSION 

WAGES 

Comparability 

The thrust of this case is the appropriate size of annual 
increase: Neither party alleges that the existing 1984-85 wage 
level is disproportionately high or low. In the 14 Central 
Wisconsin Athletic Conference schools which maintain salary sche- 
dules3/ Rosholt's salary schedule compares as follows: (rank and 
dollars above average and (below) average). 

Comparison 

Bench Mark Rank Difference 
BA Base 
BA t 7 i I-E,' 
BA Max 11 
MA Base 

(;;;;:I 

MA + 10 1: 
MA Max I-;:;:; 
Sched Max :: (1$1,044) 

Taking into account that the vast bulk of unit employees are in 
the areas of the schedule dominated by the BA columns, the fact 
that the parties maintain a modest longevity program which is 
among the best in the conference, I conclude that unit employees 
are generally comparably paid. 

Both parties select as a comparability group, for the purpose 
of determining the appropriate annual increase, the schools in 

3j rortPdrdras 
Salary schedules: 

lola->camhnavla ana HImona nave no traaltlonal 
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the athletic conference which have settled: Each then excludes 
for different reasons some of the schools ln that group. Taking 
into account the issue in this case, the parties basic approach 
in warranted. The schools which have settled in the athletic 
conference are Almond, Bonduel, Iola-Scandanavia, Manawa, 
Marion, Menominee Teachers, Shawano, Tri-County and Wild Rose. 
Iola is contiguous, Almond, Manawa and Marion are second tier 
while Bonduel, Menominee-Indian, Shawano-Greshan are third tier. 
The following is some comparative data with respect to these 
schools: 

Almond 
Bonduel 
Iola-Scandanavia 
Manawa 
Marion 
Menominee Teachers 
Shawano 
Tri-County 

84-85 FTE 84-85 84-85 84-85 
Per Pupil Cost State Aid Equiv. Value 

29.1 2.467.12 984.32 163,114 
48.56 2,864.43 835.11 192,242 
43.00 3.064.33 1.050.46 168,514 
54.00 3;027.92 1;419.13 1391999 
50.50 2,694.37 1,536.55 116,661 
67.00 2.999.38 2,388.25 54,483 

136.25 2,828.78 968.62 183,830 
55.25 3,164.93 577.83 219,900 

Wild Rose 45.07 2,582.54 507.15 218,128 
Average 58.75 2,854.86 1,140.82 161,874 

Rosholt 36.00 2.696.41 985.84 171,719 

84-85 1979 
Full Value tax rate Family Medium Income 

Almond 9.09 17,202 
Bonduel 10.56 17,664 
Iola-Scandanavia 11.95 16,445 
Manawa 11.49 17,515 
Marion 9.92 15,692 
Menominee Teachers 11.22 14,437 
Shawano 10.12 16,428 
Tri-County 11.76 17,034 
Wild Rose- 
Average 

9.51 15;005 
. , 5 

Rosholt 9.96 16,143 

The Employer has attempted to exclude the Menominee Indian 
unit as comparable on the basis of its statement in its brief 
that it receives ' . ..a large amount of Federal funds which 
constitute a substantial portion of its budget."41 Federal 
funding can have a material impact in situations-where local con- 
cerns require other school boards to exhibit restraint. In addi- 
tion Federal regulations attendant upon Federal financing can 
materialy alter labor relations. The 1984-85 comparison data 
shows Menominee-Indian district as very comparable. The evidence 
is insufficient in this case to give that district less weight on 
the basis of its funding. 

Shawano-Gresham is an urban district. The economic sta- 
tistics submitted by the Employer suggest Shawano is less 
directly involved in agriculture and more heavily service 
oriented than Rosholt. While not a wealthy area, Shawano has 
fewer improvished families. Given the high number of better com- 
parables, Shawano is given somewhat less weight. 

The Association relies upon an analysis of the dollar and 
percentage adjustments at the traditional bench marks among the 
settled school districts which have salary schedules, thereby 
excluding the settlements in Iola-Scandanavia and Almond and 
enhancing the impact of the Shawano and Wild Rose settlement.5/ 
The result of this analysis favors the Association as followsi 

4/ brief, page 30 

z/ The Wild Rose settlement is obviously a catch up settlement. 
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i 
Bench Mark Average Over (Under) Average 

Employer Association' 

BA Base $954/6.7% 
BA t 7 $1,195/6.8% 
BA Max $1,459/6.9% 
MA Min $1,114/2.2% 
MA + 10 $1,472/7.2% 
MA Max $1,663/7.1% 
Sched Max $1,696/7.1% 

However, if Shawano and Wi 1' 

209) (1.5) 
300) (1.7) 
439) (1.9) 
299) (2.0) 
432) (2.1) 
523) (2.1) 
542) (2.1) 

$17611.2 
$193/1.1 
$14411.0 

$113/0.8 

d Rose were excluded5/ the results 
would slightly favor the Employer. 

Bench Mark Average Over (Under) Average 
Employer Association 

(249) t136 
252 
290 

MA Min $1:081 
MA t 10 81;247 
MA Max 
Sched Max 

This data also shows that the proposed schedules are both 
appropriate. 

The Employer in an effort to use the Iola and Almond settle- 
ments, has relied upon package and wage increase comparisons. 
These figures slightly favor it and are as follows: 

ALL SETTLED COMPARABLES FROM THE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE 

School District 
Total Compensation 

$ s6 

Almond 1213 7.10 1669 7.20 
Bonduel 1586 7.13 2212 7.30 
Iola-Scandinavia ' 1613 8.27 2247 8.75 
Manawa 1579 8.21 2219 8.55 
Menominee 1922 9.70 -w 
Marion 1348 6.70 2041 7.47 
Shawano 1927 8.66 2405 8.10 
Tri-County 1633 8.53 2165 8.58 
Wild Rose 1849 10.63 2665 11.58 

Average $1630 8.33% $2203 8.44% 

AVERAGE WAGES ONLY COMPARED TO FINAL OFFERS 

4 ABOVE/BELOW % ABOVE/BELOW 
1 AVERAGE E AVERAGE 

Average 1630 8.33 
Board 1369 7.10 
Association 1924 I-E{ t 10.00 

f;.;;; 
+ . 

AVERAGE TOTAL COMPENSATION COMPARED TO FINAL OFFERS 

$ ABOVE/BELOW % ABOVE/BELOW 
5 AVERAGE s6 AVERAGE 

Average 2203 8.44 
Board 2081 (-122) 8.12 
Association 2754 (t551) 10.74 I-;'3 + . 

(Source: ER 7 and brief pp 33-34) 

The choice of primary method of comparison in this case is 
very important. The choice is also one of form over substance. 

51 This is not to suggest that they should be excluded or given 
To weight. 
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I have relied upon the wage increase comparison over bench mark 
analysis, primarily because the Iola and Almond districts are 
very closely comparable to Rosholt and ought to be give their 
fair weight. It is not likely that in this case that the data 
supplied by the Employer is substantially in error. I have not 
used total package comparisons because the Employer appears to 
have included the creation of new extra-curricular positions in 
its cost increase. Ordinarily, the creation of new positions do 
not constitute wage increases. The data demonstrates that the 
offer of the Association is one of the highest in the area, 
whereas the Employer's is one of the lowest. The Employer's 
offer is slightly closer to local settlements. 

The Association has demonstrated that its offer, while high 
in its statewide, CESA 5 and comparably sized employer groups is 
far closer to the patterns in those groups. Competing inferen- 
ces are available from the difference; however, I place weight on 
the local area settlements because the local school districts 
share the same economic and social circumstances as Rosholt. It 
is unnecessary to exhaustively compare the three local county 
settlements in dissimilar units. The vast bulk are in the 4% 
range. These tend to favor the Employer's position. 

Cost of Living 

The relevant consumer price index has changed 3.6% from July 
1984 to July, 1985. This rate of inflation is relatively 
constant. The offer of the Association (total package) is 8.12% 
and the offer of the employ (total package) is 7.4% (without the 
new positions). This factor favors the employer position. 

Interests and Welfare of the Public 

Rosholt is a school district with a mixed economic make up. 
Large portions of its population are engaged in agriculture 
(23.6%), manufacturing (22.8%). wholesale and retail trade 
(14.9%) and services (13.9%). Many of the settled athletic con- 
ference schools share a similar makeup; Almond, Bonduel, Manawa. 
Marion, and Tri-County. Iola is somewhat similar, but has less 
farm employment. In 1980, Rosholt had the fourth lowest median 
family income ($16,134) of the settled group (average $16, 385). 
followed by Marion ($15,692), Wild Rose ($15,055) and Menominee 
Indian ($14,437). Although Almond ($17,202) had a greater propor- 
tion of its population impoverished. 

Rosholt probably has slightly more unemployment than other 
settled districts, but less than the state. 70% of its popula- 
tion is in Portage County, 12% in Waupaca County and 12% is in 
Waupaca County. As of October, 1985 unemployment in the area was: 

Marathon 7.0 
Waupaca 6.0 
Portage 
Shawano ::z 
Waushara 
Outagamie 2: 
Wood 5.9 

state wide 6.3 

Rosholt clearly shares in the national farm problem, althougn 
many of the settled districts have more farms. While it is 
likely that Rosholt is still a lower income area. it is not 
possible to say whether Rosholt is more or less affected by these 
problems. 

Rosholt is concerned about possible reductions in federal and 
state aid. If these occur, Rosholt is likely to share the same 
effects as many of the settled districts. 

The impact given to economic difficulty must be weighed indivi- 
dually in every case. The value of quality professional teaching 
services does not necessarily go down merely in proportion to or 
because of hardship. Thus, the Association has presented ample 
data that teaching salaries are tending to be less attracth-iet;; 
obtaining and retaining the best and brightest teachers. 
other hand, professionals cannot expect that they will be 
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totally insulated from the problems of the people who pay their 
salaries. 

In this case, the proposal of the Association will not result 
in a harmful reduction of services, an undue tax rate by com- 
parison to similar districts, or harmful long term borrowing. 
Its tax rate is 9.96 compared with an average of $10.62. 
In this case, over $18,000 of the total cost of the parties' 
proposals [Employer $79,703 and Association $105,488] will come 
from teacher turnover savings. Finally, the offer of the 
Employer is one of the lowest in the area while the offer of the 
Association is one of the highest. I believe the public 
interest is best served by giving weight to comparable settle- 
ments, particularly, those which occur in the area over those 
ocurrlng elsewhere in the state. 

Overall, I conclude the weioht of the evidence favors the 
Employer's wage offer. 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR 

The Association essentiallv seeks the expand 
longevity system in extra-curr;cular. The 
this issue does not give it any independen 

am0 
t we 

the current 
unt involved in 
ight in this case. 

AWARD 

That the offer of the Employer be, and 
adopted. 

the same hereby is, 

Dated at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, this 21~: day / of August, 1986. 

Q.& ) 2’ ,?‘(,., , /  g&y 

c  -,,A 

Stanley H./Mlchelstetter II, 
.-)I- ii 

Mediator-Arbitrator 
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Fosition l-3 yrs. 4-6 yrs. 

Head Football 
Head Basketball 
Head Xrestling 
High Sch. Stu. Co. 
Head Volleyball 
Head CrosGCountry 
Head Softball 
Head Baseball 
Head Track 

Appendix B 

GTRA CURRICULAR SCHEDULE 1985-86 

Asst. Xrestling 
Asst. Basketball 
Asst. Football 
J.V. Football 
Asst. Volleyball 
Ath. Director 
Asst. to HS Prin. 
Head Forensics 
Head Dramatics 
HS Cheerleading 
FHA Advisor 
FFA Advisor 
Instr. Kusic 
voc. Yiu s i c 
KS Student Council 
Asst. Forensics 
Asst. Dramatics 
Elem. Intramurals 
Yearbook Adv. 
Elem. Program (3) 
Zlem. Yrestling 

1338 
1338 
1338 
1000 

465 
55Q 
361 
433 
299 
299 
299 
421 

72:: 
245 
245 
186 
122 

74 ea. 

HS Honor Society 
Ki Play (3) 1@123 

2~ 89 
KS Basketball 550 

116 
100 

l&145 
2@100 

649 
(1985-86 only) $2500 Zlem. Curriculum Coordinator 

9us Chaperone (O-30 miles) $11.40 
(over 30 miles) $13.38 

lOj3 
1073 

E;; 
1073 
1073 
1073 
1073 

878 

2",t 
426 

289 
219 
144 

99 ea. 

wisco>is~:d CtfAO‘I:,:C IT 
REL!,T;C>:; c Mt,'::::ON 

9 or more vr 

1878 
1878 
1878 
1404 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1277 
1045 

",z 
567 
609 
420 
420 
420 

55:: 
344 

$2 
261 
171 
103 ea. 
139 
119 

15172 
2~119 

772 

Driver's Educ. 
Detention Duty $13.95 



Appendix C 
ZOSHOLT SCHOOL DISTRICT . 

JEAD FOOTBALL 1274 1507 1795 
IEAD BASKETBALL 1274 1507 1795 
1EAD WRESTLING 1274 1507 1795 

IROUP II 

IEAD VOLLEYBALL 866 
3AsEBALL COACR 866 
50FTBALL COACR 866 
1SST I\'RESTLING 866 
ASST BASKETBALL 866 
ZSST FOOTBALL 866 
JV FOOTBALL 866 
4SST VOLLEYBALL 709 
ATRLETIC DIRECTOR 443 

382 
382 
982 
982 
982 
382 
982 
825 
665 

1130 
1130 
1130 
1130 
1130 
1130 
1130 

970 
886 

TROOP III 

HEAD FORENSICS 
HEAD DRAMATICS 
E;y"T,EADING (HS) 

9VISOR 
~FA F~vIscm 
nii;; ,‘m&L MUSIC 

‘:S STUDENT COUNCIL 

:ROUi' IV NO LONGEVITY STEPS 

:SST FORENSICS - 233 
\SST DF&NiTICS 
:LENENTARY INTRAMURALS 
IS YEARBOOK 116 
iSST TO PRINCIPAL 528 

:ROUP V NO LONGEVITY STEPS 

'INTER PROGRAM (ELEM) 
LEMENTARY WRESTLING 

70(THREE) 
94 

IGR SCHOOL HONOR 
S PLAY 
US CHAPERONE 

(O-30 
(OVER 

OME DUTY EVENT 
RIVER'S ED 
ET YION 

SDC 

2 W) 

EXTRA CURRICULAR SCHEDULE 1984-85 

1-3 YEARS 4-6 YEARS 7 YEARS OR UDRE 

344 333 436 
413 482 546 
285 344 380 
285 344 380 
285 344 380 
401 460 434 
344 401 436 
233 260 308 

“1:: 

10.86 
12.74 
12.19 

9.31(PER HOUR) 
13.29 (PER HOUR) 


